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PalmEx: Adding Palmar Force-Feedback for 3D Manipulation with Haptic Exoskeleton Gloves

Elodie Bouzbib, Marc Teyssier, Thomas Howard, Claudio Pacchierotti and Anatole Lécuyer

Abstract—Haptic exoskeleton gloves are a widespread solution for providing force-feedback in Virtual Reality (VR), especially for 3D object manipulations. However, they are still lacking an important feature regarding in-hand haptic sensations: the palmar contact. In this paper, we present PalmEx, a novel approach which incorporates palmar force-feedback into exoskeleton gloves to improve the overall grasping sensations and manual haptic interactions in VR. PalmEx’s concept is demonstrated through a self-contained hardware system augmenting a hand exoskeleton with an encountered palmar contact interface – physically encountering the users’ palm. We build upon current taxonomies to elicit PalmEx’s capabilities for both the exploration and manipulation of virtual objects. We first conduct a technical evaluation optimising the delay between the virtual interactions and their physical counterparts. We then empirically evaluate PalmEx’s proposed design space in a user study (n=12) to assess the potential of a palmar contact for augmenting an exoskeleton. Results show that PalmEx offers the best rendering capabilities to perform believable grasps in VR. PalmEx highlights the importance of the palmar stimulation, and provides a low-cost solution to augment existing high-end consumer hand exoskeletons.

Index Terms—Haptics, Virtual Reality, Artefact, Exoskeleton, ETHD, Encountered-type of Haptic Device, On-demand

1 Introduction

The promise of future interactive virtual environments has raised various questions around the current VR interfaces interaction capabilities. More specifically, while haptics, the sense of touch, is a major source of immersion in VR, stimulating it harmonically in virtual environments is still challenging. Indeed, interactions in VR were enabled for a long time through virtual metaphors and physical controllers, letting bare-hands interactions with believable haptic feedback out of the scope. Bare-hands interactions however enable easy-to-access virtual environments even for novice users, with interactions seemingly resembling to the real world ones, such as direct manipulation [1]. In these regards, many implementations currently aim to let the user’s hands unencumbered of handheld technologies while providing haptic feedback [2].

In this paper, we focus on augmenting the exoskeleton class of haptic devices. Apart from controllers, they are currently a widespread solution for providing force-feedback in VR, mainly for industry or training applications. Their feedback heavily focuses on the users’ fingers, through either rigid parts [3] or strings [4]. However, current haptic exoskeleton gloves are still lacking a crucial manual sensory cue: the palmar contact feedback.

According to grasp and hand gestures taxonomies [5], many interactions involve the palm: these are mainly referred to as power grasps, and are used for the exploration of planar surfaces or the manipulation of potentially large objects in 3D object manipulations [6].

This paper introduces a novel haptic approach for alleviating one of current exoskeletons limitations: the lack of palmar stimulation. We show how to augment a widespread and commercially available exoskeleton (SenseGlove) with a custom-made and 3D printed on-demand handheld for palmar contact. We draw inspiration from Haptic Pivot [7] to improve the haptic rendering of exoskeletons through palmar stimulation.

We present PalmEx’s interaction design space, and provide a technical evaluation defining its interaction latency. A novel software implementation is shown to reduce the delay between the virtual-physical interactions below 0.5s. We empirically evaluate PalmEx’s proposed design space in a user experience (n= 12) and demonstrate the benefits of a palmar contact augmenting an exoskeleton. Results show that PalmEx, instantiating palmar stimulation for exoskeletons, provides a significantly increased visuo-haptic consistency for various 3D object manipulations.

2 Related Work

2.1 Exoskeletons Gloves for Haptic Rendering

Exoskeletons show two main benefits for VR applications: (a) they enable a thorough tracking of the users’ gestures while (b) letting the users’ hands free for direct manipulation, “the ability for a user to control objects in a virtual environment in a direct and natural way, much as objects are manipulated in the real world” [1]. Their designs enable various types of grasp types. From the classic grasp taxonomies (see Section 5), they can either enable pad opposition [8], palm opposition [3] or all of them [9] with force feedback from 7 to over a 100 N. While these are efficient to render
feedback over the fingers, none of these implementations focus on stimulating the palm. This is however a crucial area to render 3D object manipulation and their associated shape and kinesthetic force-feedback.

2.2 Palmar Stimulation in VR
Handheld devices stimulating the users’ palms in VR have therefore been designed in these regards. Palmar contact enables size, shape and stiffness renderings, which can be simulated by 1.5D tangible interfaces [10], inflatable proxies [11], shape-changing handhelds [12] or wearables [13, 14, 15]. Their main limitation is that they are required to be held continuously within the hand. A promising perspective is to let the users’ hands free and to integrate palmar contact through encountered-type devices [2], on-demand [7] or wearable interfaces [16].

2.3 Augmenting and Coupling Exoskeletons
Our approach aims to augment current exoskeletons with a tangible encountered-type interface. This augmentation of exoskeletons or wearables has already been investigated. Exoskeletons [17] and wearables [18] were augmented using Electro-Muscle Stimulation, which was shown to improve dexterity or impact perception. Similarly, wearables and exoskeletons were coupled with grounded [19], cutaneous interfaces [20], or pseudo-haptics techniques [21].

In this paper, our focus is simple yet innovative: we focus on augmenting exoskeletons with a palmar contact, providing physical and kinesthetic shape and force-feedback.

Fig. 1. (a) The user’s palm is unencumbered prior to interaction. (b) The palmar interface goes towards her palm while the user starts gesturing a grasp. (c) When engaging the grasp, the user perceives force-feedback from both the exoskeleton and the palmar interface.

3 PALMEx: DESIGN SPACE
PalmEx’s principle is to augment an exoskeleton with a physical tangible contact actuator in the palm area. We build upon grasp taxonomies to explicit PalmEx’s design space.

3.1 Grasps
Grasping is task- and object-dependent (e.g. size, shape). Taxonomies differentiate two main types of grasps: precision and power grasps. In a precision grasp, the hand is “able to perform intrinsic movements” [5]. This is mostly performed through the fingertips, and with small scaled objects - compared to the average hand size. Exoskeletons are ideal for these types of grasps as they constrain the fingers.

A power grasp is defined as a “rigid relationship between the object and the hand” [5, 6]. This type of grasp is usually performed with the palm, and potentially large objects. As an example, previous palmar devices Haptic Pivot focused on the simulation of a contacting sphere, with two associated grasps (sphere 3/4 fingers). In comparison, PalmEx aims to widen this grasp design space to other objects and sizes from the taxonomies.

Finally, there are also “non-prehensile” grasps defined by Cutkosky [22], where the hand acts as a unit, to perform “hook postures” and the touch of a surface. Our approach consists in enabling all types of grasps proposed in the literature. We show in Figure 2 some examples of grasps allowed by PalmEx, we propose the manipulation and exploration of (potentially large) disks, spheres, cylinders or surfaces. The palmar interface enhances interaction in the palm, while the exoskeleton constrains the fingers.

3.2 Interactions
We differentiate PalmEx’s interaction design space in two categories: static and dynamic. They relate to the way PalmEx interacts with the user.

In a static interaction, PalmEx is fully engaged within the user’s palm - its displacement is over (Figure 1 - c); while a dynamic interaction is enabled through PalmEx’s actuation and dynamism (e.g. it bounces between Figure 1 - b and c).

3.2.1 Static
PalmEx encounters the user’s palm when the virtual interaction occurs to provide force-feedback (see Figure 1). PalmEx enables to explore objects by touching them using the whole-hands. This exploration can be performed through non-prehensile grasps. On the contrary, prehensile grasps are enabled through grasp interactions - represented through complete taxonomies (see previous subsections). Users can also pull, push (literal displacement or push buttons) or raise objects while perceiving feedback within their palms and fingers.

3.2.2 Dynamic
PalmEx distance to the user’s palm matches the distance between their virtual palms and the objects during the interaction. It provides different levels of force-feedback - it can touch the user’s palm or push through it with a continuous force interaction contact. These variations allow for the perceptions of impacts, for instance with catching or throwing interactions (see Figure 3 - d). PalmEx also enables the users to dribble at different speeds and with balls of various weights - as the objects can be encountering...
the users’ palm with adaptive forces at contact. PalmEx also enables the users to edit objects and mold them as play doh (see Figure 3 - c), they can modify their overall structure [23]. Similarly, users can palpate objects: they can deform them (see Figure 3 - a), and feel a palpation when the virtual objects bounce back.

Fig. 3. Three potential scenarios involving PalmEx. (a) Medical training: An avatar is performing CPR training on another avatar. (b) Social touch: Avatars are shaking hands. (c) Leisure: The avatar is molding a vase.

4 APPLICATIONS
Using PalmEx’s interaction design space, we envision three kinds of use-cases for PalmEx.

4.1 Medical Training
PalmEx could be used for medical training (Figure 3 - a). Using the dynamism of the encountered-type interface, PalmEx can be used for CardioPulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) training or medical palpation.

4.2 Social Touch
Using PalmEx, users can potentially receive or give social touch in VR. Users could either provide the interaction, by touching their friends shoulders or shaking their hands (Figure 3 - b); or receive the interaction, giving high-fives to virtual avatar friends. Some artificial skin [24] can be added to PalmEx’s 3D printed ellipsoid, to provide users with even more believable social touch interaction.

4.3 Leisure & Sports
PalmEx can be used in a pottery scenario (Figure 3 - c) - in which users could feel the deformation of the mud, and modify it using their whole hands. This use-case involves an edition task [23] - which is still underexplored in virtual environments. We finally envision sport games or training using PalmEx. PalmEx could be used for hand-ball games: users could dribble prior to throwing a ball or practice goalkeeping. PalmEx can also be used for racket games - using force within the palm, users could therefore perceive impacts when throwing balls; or for music (saxophone, trumpet), where the instrument is held within the palm and the fingers press the pistons.

5 IMPLEMENTATION
PalmEx is composed of (1) an exoskeleton, constraining the fingers and (2) an encountered-type interface on the palm.

5.1 Exoskeleton
We rely on the commercially available SenseGlove DK1 exoskeleton[2]. This exoskeleton glove relies on strings attached to the fingertips and is actuated with motors and friction brakes. Coin vibration motors are also integrated in the glove’s rigid mechanical parts.

5.1.1 Hand Attachment
We adjusted the SenseGlove DK1 attachment technique and replaced the default velcro straps by a compression glove (Large size). This attachment keeps the exoskeleton over the user’s hand and keeps the palm free of any contraption and available for interaction.

5.1.2 Tracking
We use the SenseGlove SDK to capture the user’s finger phalanges positions and articulations; and we track the entire apparatus spatial location with a Vive Tracker Pro. Similarly to other exoskeletons (e.g. [8]), the SenseGlove SDK relies on an inverse kinematic model, which models the finger phalanges positions based on the extension of the strings. It also provides a hand pose database capturing when a grab interaction is about to occur.

5.1.3 Exoskeleton Software
The exoskeleton software relies on Unity3D for visualisation and physics. We added colliders to each virtual phalanx to enable collisions with virtual objects. This upgrade allows for (non-)prehensile user interactions and game-initiated interactions, where objects encounter the users’ hands.

5.2 Palmar Contact
We designed a custom palmar contact hardware interface, inspired from Haptic Pivot [7] and Weatavix [25].

5.2.1 Interface Design Choices
We considered multiple technologies, such as pneumatic interfaces [11], motor-belt haptic systems [25] or a crank-slider mechanisms [20]. While these techniques seem efficient to provide haptic feedback, we decided upon the design of an active “on-demand” technology. We aimed for an on/off impact to highlight the interaction timestamp and balance the exoskeleton’s haptic transparency [27] - this “phantom” effect which provides a continuous feedback due to the exoskeleton inner impedance and viscosity. Indeed, as the exoskeleton is constantly worn over the fingers, a resistance can be felt even though no force-feedback is provided. Reducing this effect was investigated in the design of exoskeletons - such as in Wolverine [8], where mass and inertia are considered as constraints and optimised in a light-scale custom exoskeleton. However, the investigation of such custom designs is out of scope of this paper - we aim to augment current high-end commercially available ones.

5.2.2 Mechanical Design
We decided to design a 3D printed ellipsoid for encountering the user’s palm. We tested different heights and widths (from 5 – 11mm height, 70 – 85mm widths, 45 – 60mm length). The 3D ellipsoid is required to be ergonomic within the users’ palm, and for them to be able to perceive both of flat (Figure 4 - a) or curved objects, either small (Figure 4 - b) or large (Figure 4 - c). This design prevents the perception of edges, as the curvy shape of the ellipsoid always encounters the palm first. We empirically chose a 10x55x75mm³ interface (Figure 4). This interface is 3D-printed, using PLA material, and weighs 11g; it is finally attached to a 3D-printed lever-arm connected to the motor.
same experimental design for both of these methods. We define two methods to calibrate the servomotor speed. We conduct a Technical Evaluation to (a) calibrate synchronisation as a function of the next intended interaction. It is hence important to have a good synchronisation at contact. We used the SenseGlove case (Figure 1) to render interactions. Its control is detailed in the Technical Evaluation (Section 6).

5.2.3 Actuation and Control

Our palmar contact implementation relies on a servomotor. We used a Hitec 5065mg servomotor, as it has robust metal gears, and provides a 1.8kg.cm torque at 4.8V. Its small size (23.6 x 11.6 x 24mm³, weight = 12g) facilitates its integration. Its speed specification is around 0.14”/60 deg. We use a Pololu Micro Maestro 6-channel USB Servo Controller to control it in position with a 250 Hz serial communication. Prior to using the servomotor, we first define its working range. We define two extrema in its stroke: (1) when the interface is “out of reach” of any finger gesture; (2) when the interface is fully “engaged” (touching the SenseGlove plate). Its control is detailed in the Technical Evaluation (Section 5).

5.2.4 Force and Contact

We define two types of contact forces when the palmar interface touches the hand. The first contact force (≈ 0.30N) is used for simple interaction contacts, when the interface lightly touches the palm. The second contact force pushes through the palm and provides a higher force. We define it as a continuous force interaction contact (≈ 1.24N). This force is applied to simulate impacts objects within the palm. Forces can be provided between these two values, and are sufficient to render interactions.

5.2.5 Integration with the SenseGlove

We designed a 3D-printed holster to attach the servo and its controller board. This case is mechanically connected to the main SenseGlove plate. This plate is held within the previously discussed compression glove, which is finally sewn to the SenseGlove case (Figure 1).

6 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The exoskeleton and palmar interface interact differently with the user’s hand: one is continuously worn and pulls the user’s fingers (SenseGlove); the other one encounters and pushes on their palm (Pivot). These two stimulations occur from different directions - for them not to disrupt each other, it is hence important to have a good synchronisation at contact. We conducted a Technical Evaluation to (a) calibrate the servomotor and (b) propose a method to adjust its synchronisation as a function of the next intended interaction.

6.1 Calibration

We define two methods to calibrate the servomotor speed. The first one is based on the time to contact, the second one is based on the next intended interaction speed. We used the same experimental design for both of these methods.

6.1.1 Experimental Design

6.1.1.1 Procedure: We designed a virtual environment using Unity3D. We added a virtual object of interest - OOI (a sphere) - and assigned its position to the distance between the virtual hand and the palm. This distance represents the arc drawn by the servomotor during its displacement. We define a cycle to run, in which the servomotor (a) goes to being fully engaged (continuous force interaction contact position), (b) stops for 0.5s, (c) disengages itself (out of reach position), (d) waits for 0.5s (see Figure 6). The glove is not worn by users in this technical experiment.

6.1.1.2 Conditions: The Pololu Maestro board enables to change the servomotor speed and acceleration with units of 0.25μs/10ms (max 255 units). We tested 10 speeds and 10 accelerations: from 25 to 250 units, with an increment of 25. We run N = 10 cycles of each condition (10 SPEEDS x 10 ACCELERATIONS x 10 CYCLES).

6.1.2 Results

We first analysed the results per speed and accuracy, and noticed that the widest ranges (speed-wise) were reached when the acceleration matched the speed value. We therefore chose to rely on the diagonal values of our speed x acceleration matrix in the following results.

6.1.2.1 Speed (cm/s): We convert the servo speed units in cm/s (Figure 5 - Speed Calibration). This conversion is similar to a third order polynomial (R² = 0.99):

\[ v_{	ext{virt}} = f(v_{	ext{servo}}) = p_0 + p_1 v_{	ext{servo}} + p_2 v_{	ext{servo}}^2 + p_3 v_{	ext{servo}}^3 \] (1)

This information is used to change the servomotor speed as a function of the users’ hand speed, the object’s speed, or both (see Section 6.2).

6.1.2.2 Time to Contact: The servomotor takes between 0.18s to 1.9s to be fully engaged. We fitted a third order polynomial to illustrate it, similar to Equation 6.1.2.1 (R² = 0.98) (Figure 5 - Time to Contact). The servo speed and acceleration can then be matched using this fitted equation, to encounter the user at t_c (time to contact).

6.1.3 Discussion

The “time to contact” calibration can be coupled with a Jerk Model [25] based on the user’s hand gestures, predicting a future contact time stamp. Yet, this can create abrupt movements of the servomotor and increase the inertia of the system; ultimately altering the haptic transparency of the system (e.g. if the hand is at rest and suddenly interacts, with a predicted time to contact in 0.2s, this would activate the servomotor at almost full speed and cause some inertia). The jerk model - predicting time for contact - is more appropriate for controlling interfaces which displacements are not altering the user experience (e.g. independent mobile platform). Similarly, while the servomotor speed can be modified as a function of the “interaction speed” (i.e. the speed between the object of interest and the user’s hand), this command is always adjusted after a change of interaction speed. This calibration would hence improve the latency between
the virtual and physical artefact, but a global latency would remain. We propose to intertwine the two calibrations to reduce the latency (Figure 5): we predict the time remaining to contact prior to interaction and adjust speed to optimise the servomotor displacements and reduce the time/position differences at contact.

6.2 Method: Intertwining Calibrations

According to our design space, the interaction speed depends on what/who initiates the interaction: it can either be (a) the user’s hand speed, (b) the object’s speed, (c) a combination of these two. We define the “virtual minimum distance”, as the distance between the object’s closest point from the virtual palm, and the virtual palm’s closest point to the object (e.g. not between their centres but over their virtual boundaries). The interaction speed is therefore defined as the delta of virtual minimum distance during a given time (empirically defined as 30 frames, ≈ 0.6s).

We also use the “time to contact” information to adjust the servomotor displacements prior to the virtual interaction. As the hand’s speed usually decreases just prior grasping an object, we capture this deceleration timestamp, and calculate $t_{min}$ as the “time lapse to contact”. It is used as a threshold to command the servo to finish its stroke, as per Figure 5- Finishing Stroke. The aim is for the interface to physically encounter the user’s hand simultaneously with the virtual object of interest and the avatar hand interaction.

6.2.1 Experimental Design

6.2.1.1 Procedure and Conditions: We designed a virtual environment and cycles where the hand is moving towards a target at a given speed. The variable is the virtual hand speed on Unity3D. We tested $N = 10$ cycles of each (empirically defined as 30 frames, or towards a target at a given speed. The variable is the virtual environment and cycles where the hand is moving interaction speed.
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Fig. 6. A Technical Evaluation cycle, and the four key phases to analyse. (a) Starting: the Object of Interest (OOI) distance to the palm goes within reach at $t_{SH}$. The servo starts at $t_{SH}$, and $t_{SH}$ and $t_{SH}$ should be as close as possible. (b) Fully Engaged: the OOI is in the user’s palm. The distance $d_c$ and $\Delta c_v$, difference of time at engagement (time of contact $t_e$ - time of engagement $t_e$) are to minimise. (c) Leaving: the OOI leaves the palm position, at $t_{SH}$, and the servo follows at $t_{SH}$. Finally, (d) Fully Disengaged: the OOI is out of reach at $t_e$, followed by the servo at $t_e$. $\Delta d_v$, difference of time at disengagement, and $d_d$, distance between the object and the palmar interface, are to minimise.

0.71s (std = 0.3s). When the interaction speed is limited, the servomotor is synchronised correctly for the interaction to occur ($\Delta c_v$ is below 0.5s, $d_d < 4cm$, e.g. at $t_e + 0.5$s, the palmar interface is located within the palm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Required Speed</th>
<th>$\Delta c_v$ cm (SD)</th>
<th>$d_d$ cm (SD)</th>
<th>$\Delta d_v$ cm (SD)</th>
<th>$d_d$ cm (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.21 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.28 (1.07)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.40 (0.22)</td>
<td>1.21 (1.02)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.05)</td>
<td>1.75 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.51 (0.27)</td>
<td>1.47 (1.74)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.08)</td>
<td>4.26 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.75 (0.23)</td>
<td>6.08 (1.27)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.11)</td>
<td>8.69 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.60 (0.29)</td>
<td>6.19 (2.78)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.10)</td>
<td>8.69 (1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.64 (0.31)</td>
<td>5.89 (1.92)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.14)</td>
<td>8.75 (0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.71 (0.31)</td>
<td>6.71 (1.75)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.11)</td>
<td>8.99 (0.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1

Results of our evaluation. As a function of the virtual speed command, we display time difference and distance at contact/fully disengagement.

6.2.3 Discussion

6.2.3.1 Scalability: Our approach can be applied for other types of “on-demand interfaces” and generalised for future generations of interfaces that could benefit from a palmar contact feedback: exoskeletons, gloves, finger wearables etc. At a larger scale, our interface could benefit from a coupling with machine learning algorithms, to be adjusted optimally with the users’ grasp gestures.

6.2.3.2 Simulation vs Real Users: The cycle was simulated as a virtual hand colliding with an OOI, and did not simulate the user’s deceleration slope prior to interaction. We believe that the “time to contact” threshold strategy would be more effective in real user experiences. This was validated during the User Experience (Section 7) - where no synchronisation issue was noticed with real users.

6.2.3.3 Potential Speed Limitations: Using our fitted equation, we are limited to a maximum interaction speed of 29/cm/s. The curve is not fitted above, as we cannot send a higher signal to the servomotor. A mitigation strategy for this potential speed failure would reduce the user’s hand speed and/or the object of interest speed, to a maximum of 29cm/s. This solution (“visuo-proprioceptive illusion”) is a common strategy for speed related limitations.
7 User Evaluation

We conducted a user study to evaluate PalmEx’s ability to cover grasps from Section 3. Our main hypotheses are that (1) PalmEx’s approach provides more consistent feedback for (non-)prehensile grasping; (2) PalmEx is more effective for perceiving 3D manipulations than standalone exoskeleton or palmar - more effective than a control condition.

7.1 Participants

Twelve participants (6 M, 6 F), all right-handed, aged 24 to 36 (mean = 27, std = 4) volunteered for the experiment. Five participants were beginners in Virtual Reality, 4 were intermediate and 3 were experts.

7.2 Hardware

All participants wore the HTC Vive Cosmos HMD, PalmEx on their right hand (i.e. dominant hand) and a Vive controller in their left hand (to rate, change conditions etc).

7.3 Experiment Design

7.3.1 Procedure

Participants were first informed of the aim of the study, its duration (20 min), understanding their haptic perception while grasping. They were therefore asked to respect the objects virtual geometrical boundaries when interacting.

7.3.2 Tasks and Stimuli

The scene was designed on Unity3D. The tasks consisted in manipulating 3D objects and giving feedback about their physical consistency. The scenario was the following:

Emma enters the virtual environment and sits by a table. At each task, four virtual objects appear around the table. Emma manipulates the first object, and answers an affirmation using a virtual slider, corresponding its grade. She releases the object and makes the table turn. She manipulates the second object, rates it, releases it; etc. Emma may keep making the table turn to adjust her grades. The simulator stops after a total of 16 tasks.

7.3.3 Conditions

We controlled a factor related to the physical interface in our experiments (DEVICE) and one related to the objects (SHAPE). Participants performed the same MANIPULATION.

We considered four DEVICES: PALMEX, PALMAR CONTACT, EXOSKELETON and INACTIVE. In PALMEX, both of the exoskeleton and the palmar interface are active; in PALMAR CONTACT, the exoskeleton is worn but passive, and the palmar interface is active; in EXOSKELETON, the exoskeleton is active and the palmar interface remains inactive; in INACTIVE, both of the interfaces are worn but remain inactive. All DEVICES conditions are tested without changing the apparatus. We considered 4 SHAPES: Sphere, Cylinder, Disk and Surface and 1 MANIPULATION: Grab (for prehensile objects) or Touch (for the surface). Their sizes were chosen according to the average hand size: 15cm for sphere diameters and surfaces, 8cm for cylinders heights and diameters and disks diameters, 5cm for disk height. These objects represent the basic primitives involving the whole hand, and their associated grasps (see Section 3): both precision and power disks grasps can be performed in our user experience.

7.3.4 Design

We used a within-subject design. The appearance of each condition was randomized within the blocks. Each object (DEVICE condition) appeared randomly on the table. Each participant performed 4 blocks, and tested 64 conditions (e.g. 4 DEVICES x 4 SHAPES x 1 MANIPULATION x 4 BLOCKS). The global experimental design was: 12 PARTICIPANTS x 64 CONDITIONS = 768 TRIALS.

7.3.5 Measures

For each trial, participants had to provide feedback on their perception using a 7-point Likert-scale to rate the sentence: "I feel the SHAPE in my hand." (1: Completely Disagree; 7: Completely Agree). We recorded each configuration and associated rates.

![Boxplot of our experiment results: “I feel the SHAPE in my hand.”](image)

Fig. 7. Boxplot of our experiment results: “I feel the SHAPE in my hand” on a 7-point Likert scale, 1: Completely Disagree; 7: Completely Agree. Stars show the significance of the results (** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).

7.4 Quantitative Results

We analyzed the results by conducting a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA, to define the effects of DEVICES, SHAPES and BLOCKS. Posthoc pairwise T-tests with Bonferroni-corrected p-values are applied to display the results. Ninety-five Confidence Intervals are noted as 95-CI in the following.

7.4.1 Global Effects

We found a significant effect for DEVICES ($F_{(3,99)} = 22.8$, p < 0.001; $\eta^2 = 0.5$); no effect for SHAPES, and a small effect on BLOCKS ($F_{(3,99)} = 2.4$, p < 0.1, $\eta^2 = 0.01$).

7.4.2 Device Effect (Figure 7)

Our results show that participants felt the virtual object in their hand using either PALMEX (mean = 5.67, 95-CI = 0.15), or PALMAR (mean = 5.67, 95-CI = 0.16) compared to EXOSKELETON (mean = 3.44, 95-CI = 0.23) or INACTIVE condition (mean = 3.46, 95-CI = 0.24). Effects were found between PALMEX or PALMAR and EXOSKELETON (p < 0.001) or INACTIVE (p < 0.01), but no effect was found between PALMEX and PALMAR or EXOSKELETON and INACTIVE.

7.4.3 Block Effect

We studied the training block effect while using the devices. We found an effect for EXOSKELETON, between the first (mean = 4.0, 95-CI = 0.49) and last block (mean = 2.9, 95-CI = 0.4) (p < 0.001). A significant effect between PALMEX (mean = 5.9, 95-CI = 0.28) and PALMAR condition (mean = 5.5, 95-CI = 0.39) occurred during the last block (p < 0.05) using Tukey pairwise tests with Bonferroni correction.

3. SHAPE was replaced with the configuration’s associated object.
7.5 Qualitative Feedback

7.5.1 Consistency of Exoskeleton Rendering

Three participants spontaneously mentioned that the exoskeleton pulling their fingers made them feel like puppets - P11 mentioned that she struggled understanding how the tension in her fingers were simulating the manipulated objects. She added it was “easier to apprehend the palmar contact, as the feedback [was] consistent with [her] vision”. We emphasize that participants did perceive an illusory force-feedback when the exoskeleton was inactive - yet felt the active EXOSKELETON was too sudden and gruff.

7.5.2 Favourite Shapes

Four participants mentioned that the cylinders were their favourite objects to grab, with no regards to their visuo-haptic consistency. P6 mentioned that he could potentially see lots of use-cases using our interface, such as assembly training, or games involving swords for instance.

7.6 Summary & Discussion

We summarize our results and open a discussion on perspectives thanks to PalmEx’s results.

7.6.1 Palmar Stimulation

Our experience validates our first hypothesis and shows that palmar stimulation for 3D object manipulation is important, no matter if the exoskeleton is active or not. From the qualitative feedback, we noted that the manipulation of cylinders (power grasps) was preferred.

7.6.2 Pseudo-Haptics Enhance Inactive Exoskeletons?

Our results highlight the importance of our first hypothesis but revoke our second hypothesis. They are indeed showing only a small effect on the last block between PALMEX and PALMAR conditions and no noticeable effect between EXOSKELETON and INACTIVE conditions among blocks. We believe this is due to the internal viscosity of current haptic exoskeletons gloves. While their hand tracking is accurate, and proven to augment presence compared to classic controllers [30], this viscosity coupled with a “physicalized” hand (no object penetration) is here shown to be preferred for 3D object manipulation. This almost pseudo-haptics effect is usually proven to alter perception, but we did not expect it to alter the exoskeleton rendering. This opens up an interesting discussion regarding 1) the effectiveness of pseudo-haptics coupled with active physical haptic interfaces, 2) current high-end exoskeletons weight, inertia, resistance and viscosity specifications.

7.7 Comparative Discussion

We highlight the advantages of the combination of palmar and exoskeleton in the following.

7.7.1 Exoskeleton vs Inactive

We emphasize how the exoskeleton is required for the rendering and explain the differences between these two conditions. The fingers are receiving a force-feedback from the exoskeleton - whether it is active or not. The inner resistance and viscosity of the device coupled with visual cues provides an illusory sensation that the device actively pulls on the fingers. The exoskeleton is what enables the precision grasp to be performed, and truly enhances the rendering enabled by Haptic Pivot for instance.

7.7.2 Palmar vs Inactive

These two DEVICE conditions reflect on the combination of our palmar interface and the exoskeleton. The exoskeleton is inactive in both these conditions, yet participants perceived a force-feedback due to the previously-evoked pseudo-effect. We show the benefit of the palmar interface coupled with the (inactive) exoskeleton: it significantly increases the grasps consistency.

7.7.3 PalmEx vs Palmar

Finally, the advantages of having the exoskeleton active and the palmar interface is that it is better perceived that the inactive exoskeleton with the palmar interface. Indeed, the last block showed a significant effect between PALMEX and PALMAR. While participants qualitatively evoked the unexpected tension from EXOSKELETON compared to INACTIVE, we show that when it is correctly synchronized with simultaneous stimulation on the palm, the perception for grasp consistency and exoskeleton efficiency is thus enhanced.

8 Perspectives & Future Work

PalmEx highlighted the importance of the palmar contact to enhance 3D object manipulation. We envision two main perspectives in PalmEx’s line of work.

8.1 Degrees of Freedom and Usability

Our interface with a degree of freedom (DoF) was sufficient to simulate most grasps from taxonomies, with large, medium and small, curved or completely flat objects. We plan on confirming this finding in an assembly training user experience with completion time and accuracy measurements, representing a viable application for PalmEx. We also believe that adding the rotation of the palmar interface as additional DoF could provide the users with more complex haptic stimulation in their palms. This subsequent DoF could potentially add an edge perception feature. In the same line of observations, interfaces with numerous DoFs such as X-rings [12] could be adapted to be “on-demand” and integrated in PalmEx.

8.2 Pseudo-Haptics and Lighter Exoskeletons

Our results opened an interesting research question regarding the coupling of Pseudo-Haptics and Active Haptic Interfaces. As future work, we propose to investigate coupling lighter exoskeletons (such as [8]) to enable a potentially more transparent perception and verify the effectiveness of exoskeleton gloves with and without pseudo-haptics.

9 Conclusion

We proposed PalmEx, a novel approach to improve 3D object manipulation in VR. PalmEx consists in upgrading haptic exoskeleton gloves with an actuated palmar interface, and offers a wide design space, built upon current taxonomies. PalmEx was described through its ergonomic design, its control and actuation, and evaluated for its delay at interaction and virtual/physical synchronisation. We conducted a user evaluation (n = 12) demonstrating the benefits of palmar contact for augmenting exoskeletons’ haptic feedback. Taken together, our results promote the use of palmar contact and pave the way to novel generations of haptic exoskeletons gloves.
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